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ACCOUNTING

NEWS
TEN WAYS TO MATERIALLY
MISSTATE YOUR FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS…THE ‘BLIND
FREDDY’ PROPOSITION
CONTINUED - PART 10 –
REVENUE RECOGNITION
UNDER US GAAP, REVENUE IS ONE OF THE MOST SCRUTINISED AND COMPLEX
AREAS OF ACCOUNTING, WITH NUMEROUS INSTANCES WHERE ENTITIES HAVE
BEEN REQUIRED TO RESTATE THEIR FINANCIAL STATEMENTS BECAUSE THEY
HAVE MISREPORTED REVENUE.
Whilst currently IFRS is nowhere near as complex and prescriptive as US GAAP, there are numerous
ways that mistakes can be made when applying AASB 118 Revenue. ASIC has identified revenue
recognition as a key focus area for 2012 reporting.
Simple ways of materially misstating revenue include:
• Wrongly classifying other income as revenue
• Failing to correctly apply the agent vs. principal concept
• Recognising revenue where the AASB 118 rules prohibit it, for example, where:
−− Goods have not been shipped
−− Goods have a right of return
−− It is uncertain that a benefit will flow to the entity
−− The service has not been fulfilled.
Wrongly classifying other income as revenue
A very simple way to materially inflate revenue is to include within revenue, items of other income
such as:
• Gain on disposal of property, plant and equipment
• Gain on sale of a tenement
• Gain on sale of an intangible
• Foreign currency translation gain
• Gain on sale of an investment
• Gain on loss of control of a subsidiary
• Derivative gain.
These items are simply not revenue, and should not be classified as such.

IN THIS
EDITION
P1 Ten ways to materially misstate your
financial statements…The ‘Blind Freddy’
proposition continued - Part 10 –
Revenue recognition
P3 IFRS Interpretations Committee agenda
decisions
P4 IASB is reviewing IFRS 8 Operating
Segments
P4 Latest IASB project timetable
P4 Changes to ASX Listing Rules
P5 Comments sought on exposure drafts
In this month’s newsletter, we continue our
‘Blind Freddy’ series, looking at common
mistakes made when recognising revenue.
We also look at recent IFRS Interpretations
Committee decisions and the postimplementation review of IFRS 8 Operating
Segments.
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Acting as agent or passing through costs
There are numerous examples of revenue misclassification errors, both in
the US and Australia, where an agent has incorrectly ‘grossed’ up revenue
which truly belonged to the principal.
Key factors in determining whether an entity acts as agent include:
• Who bears inventory risk (risk inventory becomes obsolete or is in
excess of demand)?
• Who bears credit risk of sale?
• Who sets price?
Another area for error is including in revenue ‘out of pockets’ or
reimbursements that are directly rechargeable to the client/customer.
Meeting the revenue recognition requirements of AASB 118
AASB 118 requires that revenue from the sale of goods is only recognised
when all of the following criteria have been met:
a. The entity has transferred to the buyer the significant risks and
rewards of ownership of the goods
b. The entity retains neither continuing managerial involvement to the
degree usually associated with ownership nor effective control over
the goods sold
c. The amount of revenue can be measured reliably
d. It is probable that the economic benefits associated with the
transaction will flow to the entity
e. The costs incurred or to be incurred in respect of the transaction can
be measured reliably.
We will now consider how the above requirements can be breached.
Have the risks associated with ownership been passed to the
customer?
Many items are sold on consignment or with the right of return. In these
cases the risk of obsolescence has not been passed to the customer.
Revenue can only be recognised when goods have been sold to a third
party or consumed.
We need to consider whether the goods have actually been delivered
or accepted by the customer. Many sales are driven by the desire
to despatch the goods from the vendors premises but this is not
automatically the point that risk of ownership actually ceases. We should
also consider who bears the insurance risk if the goods were destroyed
and whether the customer would have to claim from their insurance. We
need to understand whether goods were shipped free on board (FOB) or
cost, insurance and freight (CIF).
Will the goods work?
When the goods are shipped subject to installation, and the installation
is a significant part of the contract, then performance risk still remains
with the vendor and revenue cannot be recognised until the goods are
installed and working.

Who controls the goods?
A common area for erroneous early recognition of revenue is in ’bill and
hold’ transactions, where goods have been produced for a customer but
have not yet been despatched. AASB 118 gives specific guidelines on
these types of transactions that very much limits when revenue can be
recognised.
• The customer should have initiated the ‘bill and hold’ arrangement,
rather than it being production in anticipation of a delivery request.
• ‘Sold’ inventory should be segregated from general inventory and
cannot be substituted or utilised to fulfil other customer orders.
Is it probable that economic benefit will flow?
It is not uncommon for old, obsolete, excess inventory to be sold to
new markets and customers in a final attempt to realise the inventory’s
value. In many cases, these new customers and markets may have no
history in respect of their credit worthiness or may well be, in substance,
consignment sales, where the ’customer’ is in fact acting as a distributor.
In these cases, receipt of economic benefit is not probable until cash has
been received.
Non-agreed variations
A very common error in revenue recognition is erroneously recognising
revenue and profit on variances under AASB 118 or AASB 111 that have
not been agreed between the supplier and the customer. It is very
common when providing construction services, accounting services, and
development services that the original contract is varied or subject to
overruns. This revenue can only be recognised when it is probable that
the benefit will flow to the entity, which is typically when the variations/
overruns have been agreed.
Performance of services
AASB 118 sets out the following criteria in respect of revenue on services:
a. The amount of revenue can be measured reliably
b. It is probable that the economic benefits associated with the
transaction will flow to the entity
c. The stage of completion of the transaction at the end of the reporting
period can be measured reliably
d. The costs incurred for the transaction and the costs to complete the
transaction can be measured reliably.
These mirror closely the criteria for recognising revenue for delivering
goods, and similar issues arise with potential misstatements.
When considering if the stage of completion can be recognised reliably,
it is often overlooked that AASB 118 explicitly states ‘Progress payments
and advances received from customers often do not reflect the services
performed.’.
A common area for misstatement of revenue for delivering services, or a
mixture of goods and services, is to artificially ’front load’ elements of the
contract, whereby monies are paid up front for relatively minor services,
but where the revenue should be recognised over the whole contract.
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IFRS INTERPRETATIONS COMMITTEE AGENDA
DECISIONS
AT THEIR JULY 2012 MEETING, THE IFRS INTERPRETATIONS COMMITTEE (COMMITTEE) PUBLISHED TWO AGENDA
DECISIONS WHICH DO NOT CHANGE EXISTING IFRS REQUIREMENTS, BUT ARE ISSUED FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES
ONLY. THESE TWO ISSUES MAY HAVE AN IMPACT ON ENTITIES AFFECTED BY THE MINERALS RESOURCE RENT TAX (MRRT).
State government royalties deductible off MRRT payments
Request to clarify:
Can production-based royalty payments payable to one taxation
authority (state government royalties) claimable as an allowance against
taxable profit for the computation of income tax payable to another
taxation authority (e.g. MRRT), be presented as an operating expense or
a tax expense in the statement of comprehensive income?
In other words, can the production-based royalty payments be viewed as
prepayment of income tax payable?

Market value uplifts on assets for MRRT
Request to clarify:
What is the appropriate accounting for market value uplifts introduced in
a new income tax regime in a jurisdiction (e.g. MRRT)? The MRRT permits
entities to calculate tax depreciation for certain mining assets using the
market value of the assets as of a particular date as the ‘starting base
allowance’, rather than the cost or carrying amount of the assets. If there
is insufficient profit against which the annual tax depreciation can be
used, it is carried forward and is able to be used as a deduction against
taxable profit in future years.

Agenda decision:
• State government royalties should not be presented as an income tax
in the statement of comprehensive income.
• ‘Tax expense’ required by paragraph 82(d) of IAS 1 Presentation
of Financial Statements can only include tax items that meet the
definition of income taxes under IAS 12 Income Taxes.
• The basis of calculation determines whether a tax meets the definition
of an income tax. State government royalties are a production-based
tax and not an income tax.
• Production-based royalty payments should not be treated differently
from other expenses that are outside the scope of IAS 12, all of which
may reduce income tax payable.

Agenda decision:
• The starting base allowance, including the part that is attributable to
the market value uplift, is attributed to the related assets under the
tax regime and will become the basis for depreciation expense for tax
purposes.
• The market value uplift forms part of the related asset’s ‘tax base’, as
defined in IAS 12.5.
• IAS 12 requires an entity to reflect an adjustment to the tax base
of an asset that is due to an increase in the deductions available as
a deductible temporary difference. Therefore, a deferred tax asset
should be recognised to the extent that it meets the recognition
criteria in IAS 12.24.

The Committee considered that in the light of its analysis of the existing
requirements of IAS 1 and IAS 12, an interpretation was not necessary
and consequently decided not to add this issue to its agenda.

The Committee considered that in the light of its analysis of the existing
requirements of IAS 12, an interpretation was not necessary and
consequently decided not to add this issue to its agenda.
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IASB IS REVIEWING IFRS 8
OPERATING SEGMENTS
THE INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD (IASB) RECENTLY
RELEASED INVITATION TO COMMENT (ITC) 27 REQUEST FOR COMMENT ON
IASB REQUEST FOR INFORMATION ON POST-IMPLEMENTATION REVIEW: IFRS 8
OPERATING SEGMENTS. THIS POST-IMPLEMENTATION REVIEW IS PART OF THE
IASB’S DUE PROCESS TO REVIEW MAJOR NEW STANDARDS, OR SIGNIFICANT
AMENDMENTS TO EXISTING STANDARDS, TWO YEARS AFTER THE STANDARD
HAS BEEN APPLIED INTERNATIONALLY.
The first phase of the post-implementation review involves assessing the issues relating to the
subject of the review. Some of the initial comments received include:
Investors and preparers
• Investors and preparers prefer looking at a business through management’s eyes (it is also
less burdensome for preparers).
Preparers
• Have concerns about loss of confidentiality and damage to competitive advantage
• Some preparers had previously modelled their internal reporting on IAS 14 and therefore had
no changes when IFRS 8 was first applied
• Some preparers have difficulty identifying the chief operating decision maker and reporting
segments.
Investors
• Some companies show different management reporting structures between segment
reporting and management commentary or investor presentations without explaining why
there is a difference
• Some investors say they have lost comparability between companies and the comparability
varies between industries and jurisdictions.
The next phase of the post-implementation review is to request comments, and the ITC is
asking investors and preparers of financial statements for feedback on the following issues:
• Their experience of the impact of having to identify and report segments using
management’s perspective
• How using non-IFRS measurements affected reporting of operating segments
• How the requirements to use internally reported line items affected segment reporting
• Whether the IFRS 8 requirements are more or less burdensome for preparers of financial
statements
• Their experience of implementing IFRS 8.
Comments are due to the Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB) by 11 October 2012
and to the IASB by 16 November 2012. If you have any comments you would like us to include
as part of our submission, please contact Wayne Basford.

THE INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD (IASB) UPDATED THEIR
WORK PLAN ON 26 JULY 2012. DELIVERABLES ON MAJOR PROJECTS ARE NOW
EXPECTED ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING TIME FRAMES:
2012 Q3

DP = Discussion Paper		

2012 Q4

2013 Q1

2013 Q2

Review draft Target IFRS
Target DP
Target ED
Target ED
Target ED
Target IFRS
Target amendments to IFRS

ED = Exposure Draft		

THE AUSTRALIAN SECURITIES
EXCHANGE (ASX) RECENTLY ISSUED
AMENDMENTS TO ITS LISTING RULES
TO MAKE IT EASIER FOR SMALL AND
MEDIUM-SIZED COMPANIES TO RAISE
CAPITAL.
The ASX believe that the new rules strike
a balance between protecting shareholder
interests and facilitating timely capital raisings
by listed companies.
The amended capital raising rules are effective
from 1 August 2012 and apply to ‘eligible
entities’. ‘Eligible entities’ are entities that are
not included in the S&P/ASX300 and that have
a market capitalisation (excluding restricted
securities and securities quoted on a deferred
settlement basis) of less than or equal to $300
million. The key elements of the amended
capital raising rules are as follows:
• ‘Eligible entities’ can issue an additional ten
per cent of share capital during a 12 month
period on a non-pro rata basis
• The additional ten per cent placement
requires a special resolution of shareholders
at the annual general meeting
• The issue price of these additional shares
must be no less than 75 per cent of the
volume weighted average price (VWAP)
during the 15 trading days prior to issue.
That is, the discount is no more than 25 per
cent
• There are additional disclosure obligations
when the special resolution is proposed,
when the securities are issued and when
further approval is sought, such as to explain
the purpose of the issue, the impact on
current shareholders, the allocation policy,
why the issue is via a placement and not as
a rights issue, fees and costs etc.
There have also been changes to the admission
requirements which will be effective from
1 November 2012 as follows:

LATEST IASB PROJECT
TIMETABLE

Financial instruments:
General hedge accounting
Macro hedge accounting
Classification and measurement
Impairment
Leases
Revenue recognition
Consolidation – investment entities

CHANGES TO
ASX LISTING
RULES

IFRS = IFRS Standard

• The net tangible asset test for admission has
been increased from $2 million to $3 million
• The spread of shareholders test (number of
shareholders and value invested) has been
liberalised and is now as follows:
−− At least 400 holders each having a parcel
of the main class of security of $2,000, or
−− At least 350 holders (not related parties)
each having a parcel of the main class of
security of $2,000, which comprises at
least 25 per cent of the total number of
securities in that class
−− At least 300 holders (not related parties)
each having a parcel of the main class of
security of $2,000, which comprises at
least 50 per cent of the total number of
securities in that class.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

COMMENTS SOUGHT ON
EXPOSURE DRAFTS

ADELAIDE

At BDO, we provide comments locally to the AASB and internationally to the IASB. We welcome
any client comments. If you would like to provide any comments, please contact Wayne Basford.
DOCUMENT

PROPOSALS

COMMENTS DUE
TO AASB BY

COMMENTS
DUE TO IASB/
INTERPRETATIONS
COMMITTEE BY

ED 225 Annual Improvements
to IFRSs 2010-2012 Cycle

Proposes various small
13 August 2012
amendments to AASB 2, AASB
3, AASB 8, AASB 13, AASB 101,
AASB 107, AASB 112, AASB 116,
AASB 124 and AASB 136

5 September 2012

Draft Interpretation DI/2012/1
Levies Charged by Public
Authorities on Entities that
Operate in a Specific Market

Clarifies when a liability
resulting from levies charged
by public authorities should be
recognised.

13 August 2012

5 September 2012

Draft Interpretation DI/2012/2
Put Options Written on Noncontrolling Interests

Clarifies the accounting for the
subsequent measurement of
written put options on noncontrolling interests

3 September 2012

1 October 2012

ITC 27 Request for Comment on
IASB Request for Information on
Post-Implementation Review:
IFRS 8 Operating Segments

This post-implementation
review is part of the IASB’s
due process to review major
new standards, or significant
amendments to existing
standards, two years after the
standard has been applied
internationally.

11 October 2012

16 November 2012
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